This article argues for a conceptual distinction between the practices and ideologies of institutional learning on the one hand (whose natural vehicle was Latin, the language of formal education) and those of a vernacular written culture that both challenges and models itself on the former. The garden, used as a figure for the ideal library by Richard de Fournival in the thirteenth century, creates order through the institutionalization of knowledge and the exclusion of undesirable elements. By contrast, the forest is deployed by medieval and modern thinkers to embody a wild, unsorted chaos apparently inimical to learning. And yet the forest in medieval literature functions as a margin always in contact with civilization, whose illicit danger is matched by its attractiveness as a space for unplanned encounters and reconfigurations of hierarchy and authority. As I demonstrate, an analogous concern with the potential for book collections to lead readers to unexpected discoveries is a recurrent theme of vernacular authors from Benoît de Sainte-Maure to Chaucer. This conceptual approach to the function and cultural value of medieval libraries offers a supplementary perspective to more traditional 'book archaeology', one which may be especially fruitful for making sense of the often fragmentary and vague records of private ownership.
The wilderness is near, as well as dear, to every man. Even the oldest villages are indebted to the border of wild wood which surrounds them, more than to the gardens of men. The term 'book collection' as applied to medieval written culture can create a misleading impression of uniformity. In particular, there is a clear difference between the libraries of religious and academic institutions and those of private individuals or families. 2 The movement of books into and out of the collections, their size and longevity, not to mention the status and function they held in the eyes of their users, offer obvious areas of divergence. The institutional library, with its careful curating of the intellectual inheritance of the past, offered medieval writers a ready frame for elaborating an idea of literate culture and knowledge. By contrast, the private collections, in which we find a greater concentration of texts in French and other vernaculars, had a more precarious and fragmentary existence, both materially and culturally. Thus the search for a conceptual grasp on the medieval library requires a broader engagement with the status and function of writing, of books, of knowledge, and of languages, from the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries.
In this article I propose to work through a series of related conceptual oppositions implicitly or explicitly present in the discourse about books and learning, both in medieval texts and in modern scholarship about those texts. These oppositions are not to be understood as reflecting a simplistic dualism in medieval literate practices. Rather, they need to be viewed as signposts on the cultural landscape of medieval literacy and book collecting, overlapping, complementing, and occasionally contradicting each other; and, as I will argue, like all good binaries they throw greatest light upon their subject matter at the pressure points of convergence and collapse. Specifically, I argue that the development of private collections in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries emerges on the back of the practices and ideologies of institutional learning, evolving alongside and against these.
3 Drawing on the medieval predilection for allegory, I examine the developing idea of a vernacular written culture through the lens of two figures -the garden and the forest -much used by medieval authors to discuss learning, and which are themselves both opposed and complementary. These figures -and their engagement of concepts of (dis)order, cultivation, the marginal, and the unexpected -in turn can throw light on medieval theory and practice of the library, both private and institutional.
Reading (in) the garden The garden's association with learning is as old as learning itself. Robert Pogue Harrison has traced this relationship from the Garden School of Epicurus, founded in 306 BC on the outskirts of Athens, right through to modernity. 4 As a maxim often attributed to Cicero has it: 'He who has a garden and a library wants for nothing'. From ancient times, the garden has appealed as a figure at least in part because of its potential to be read as a domestication of the natural world. We find the idea of the garden as a space of cultivation playing a prominent role in a striking episode of the Life of St Godric, written by his contemporary Reginald of Durham around 1177. Reginald tells how, following an eventful and prosperous worldly life, Godric established a hermitage at Finchale, in the woods around Durham, where he soon set about taming the thick brambles and venomous snakes of this wilderness. 5 Later on in the text, Reginald gives us a glimpse of Godric's civilizing work while recounting a miracle involving a young manservant sent to Durham on an errand by his master. On his way back, he falls asleep and 3 Barbara Newman's recent work on the relationship between sacred and profane in the Middle Ages shows the analytic potential of this kind of contrastive/complementary approach: 'sometimes the sacred and the secular flow together like oil and water, layered but stubbornly distinct. At other times they flow together like water and wine, an image dear to medieval mystics, producing a blend that may or may not be inebriating'; He took him into the garden, laid about on a quadrangular plan, fenced about on all of its four sides by the protection of surrounding hedges. In the midst of this garden he found a man of tall and handsome figure standing at a reading desk, well designed and enriched. On this he had open a very large book in a red cover, and with it spread open before him, he frequently turned its pages and […] read from it. 6 The trajectory of this journey takes the manservant (and the reader) from the outer to the inner, with the boundary marked by the 'protection' of the surrounding hedges; the depiction of the protected inner space stresses the geometric order of the quadrangular plan, with a reading desk standing at its centre.
The idea of the ordered garden as a space of reading reappears in the mid-thirteenth-century Biblionomia, a remarkable book catalogue by the chancellor of the Cathedral of Amiens, Richard de Fournival, which has been described as 'un catalogue qui est l'un des plus curieux monuments de l'art bibliographique du moyen âge'. 7 This work, surviving in a single, late fourteenth-century manuscript, opens with the metaphor of a garden that Richard wishes to plant for the edification of the citizens of Amiens, 'a garden whose fruits, when eaten, would inspire them to penetrate the secret chamber of philosophy'. 8 He sustains the garden metaphor in describing the disposition of the library he plans to establish: it is made up of three plots ['areolas'] -philosophy; the 'lucrative sciences', that is medicine, and civil and canon law; and theology. Within each plot is a varying number of boards ['tabulatas'] on which books are to be displayed side by side (here the distance between metaphor and referent appears to collapse); 162 codices are listed in all. Each volume is identified by a letter of the alphabet, coded by colour according to subject matter and, so as to avoid repetition or doubling of letters, by one of a number of current character styles; the relevant letter is to be displayed both on the book cover and in the place where the book is to be stored. An illustration accompanying the text displays the different styles used, offering visual cues to help the user to navigate this classificatory system -indeed, the Biblionomia itself is described as the 'key to the garden' ['clavis est istius ortuli']. This is a remarkably precocious testimony of a library whose features are immediately familiar to modern library users -public access; a comprehensive classification system to orientate the user; and dedicated repository space for each 6 Reginald of Durham, Libellus de vita et miraculis S. Godrici, pp. 339-40: 'In cujus horto quadrangulo schemate facto, quia sic ex quadrifaria parte undique sepium circumvallantium munitione circumsepto, illum introduxit. In cujus horti medio quemdam virum procerae satis et pulchrae formae stantem repperit, qui coram se analogium satis decenti ornatu compositum habuit, in quo et librum praegrandem rubenti tegmine adopertum tenuit, quem coram se oppansum saepius per folia seriatim evolvit, et miro modo atque supra quam dici poterat dulcifluo, in eo legit'. Thanks to Margaret Coombe for help with contextualizing this passage.
7 Léopold Delisle, Le Cabinet des manuscrits de la bibliothèque impériale: étude de la formation de ce dépôt comprenant les éléments d'une histoire de la calligraphie, de la miniature, de la reliure, et du commerce des livres à Paris avant l'invention de l'imprimerie, 4 vols (Paris: Imprimerie impériale, 1874), II, 9 It has at least been established that Richard was a prodigious collector of books, and that his own collection was eventually put to institutional use: after his death, his books passed to Gérard d'Abbeville, who then left many of them to the newly established Collège de Sorbonne. 10 There is much that is radical about Fournival's garden-library model: the classificatory system; the attribution of specific space to each book; and, above all, the very notion of a public library playing a didactic role in the civic life of Amiens. Nevertheless, through its very precocity it exemplifies a series of characteristics that connect the monastic library to the modern institution we designate by the same label.
The rule of St Benedict mentions both the library and the garden, and the importance of these two locations to monastic life makes for intriguing resonances between them. Indeed, the two tropes were at times connected in the most pragmatic ways:
[M]onastic communities, with their well-stocked libraries, were clearly key agents in the practice of medieval gardening; some of the earliest medieval texts on the subject are from monastic sources […] and they clearly served as networks for the distribution of seeds and plants. 11 The garden works as a metaphor for learning, and vice versa, because both share the vocabulary and ideology of cultivation, of imposing order on chaos. In the situation described by Creighton, there are striking structural parallels between the dissemination of learning and of horticultural materials. Both are made possible by two factors: firstly, the networks existing between monastic houses; and secondly, the highly developed level of organization and order within each house. These two factors in turn underline the importance of the institution, as an agent for the transmission of culture, but also as a concept for helping to understand that process.
Centre and margins in medieval book culture The institutional libraries of the universities and monasteries have dominated the study of medieval libraries. Given the medieval roots of many of our most important modern repositories, histories of the library understandably focus on the institutional role played by book collections. One recent book opens as follows:
History begins with the written record; however there has to be more than a scattered number of written records for there to be a library and/or a civilization. Works have to be preserved, collected, and organized for study, research, and reflection. When this was accomplished, the institution that came to be called 'the library' was born. A library like that of the Sorbonne fits well into this kind of teleological narrative, but the same cannot be said for the private collections, which constitute something of a blind spot in much scholarship on medieval libraries. As James Ollé warns: 'Unless they are themselves bibliophiles, librarians are likely to be little interested in the great private collections of the past, except where they have survived to enrich our public and institutional libraries'. 13 What Ollé says about 'great private collections' of course holds a fortiori for more modest assemblages, despite the fact that most book collections in the Middle Ages would have been small indeed by modern standards, rarely surpassing double figures. Empirical research, what has been termed 'book archaeology', in any case quickly comes up against the limits constituted by the fragmentary and imprecise records that have survived of such private libraries, especially prior to the fifteenth century.
14 The onus here is on cultural historians to find new angles of approach to the topic, and scholars of literature perhaps have a particular stake in doing so. For the existence and spread of modest, contingent, and fragmentary book collections is as much a part of the story of the development of European literature as are the great institutional collections, if not more so. It is in these smaller, often short-lived collections that we find traces of the vernacular texts that we teach on modern languages courses and write about. In what follows I want to argue that the very marginality of these vernacular collections in relation to established institutional libraries is an incitement to study them in light of the wider development of vernacular literary culture. The uneven relationship between institutional and private collections is mirrored by that between vernacular and Latin texts, or indeed by the same kinds of lopsided interaction between vernacular languages and Latin. In each case, the prestige of the one is simultaneously challenged and affirmed by the other. And despite mutual interferences in practice, the theoretical paradigm, predicated on institutional authority, struggles to acknowledge the existence of the challenge from margins. Serge Lusignan has studied how medieval intellectuals were unable to theorize the reality of vernacular language use, incapable as they were of acknowledging the grammaticality of 'mother tongues' on a level of parity with Latin, the authorized language of institutional culture. Tellingly, the first systematic treatise on French grammar was not produced until after 1400, when French literature had been part of the staple diet of the ruling and mercantile elite all over Europe for nearly two hundred years.
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A similar dominance of the established model is apparent in both the theory and practice of book culture in this period. Richard de Fournival's Biblionomia tellingly fails to find a place within its ordered garden for any vernacular texts. This absence is all the more striking given that Richard was himself the author of several successful works in French. 16 Elsewhere, we find attempts to accommodate the emergence of new literate practices within more established paradigms. Thus Guy de Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick until his death in 1315, is often said to have donated forty-two books to Bordesley Abbey, but as Keith Busby points out this is a misleading claim: the terms of Guy's bequest stipulate that the books are to be entrusted to the abbey in perpetuity, but with provision for Guy and his descendants to borrow them when they wish, as long as the books are returned (and not sold or given away). 17 Effectively, Guy is treating the abbey as an authorized storage space for his family's personal use. Busby comments that 'the monastic environment, bookish by its very nature, was an obvious location for the preservation of books of any kind'. 18 Putting this a slightly different way, the 'bookish' monastic setting appears at the turn of the fourteenth century to provide the principal conceptual model for the preservation and transmission of books and knowledge.
This conceptual model is also evident in the rhetoric of vernacular narratives, where references to the consultation of a source text confer authority and veracity on the text. One particularly famous source library appears in the opening lines of Benoît de Sainte-Maure's Roman de Troie (c. 1165): a certain Cornelius is alleged by our narrator to have found Dares Phrygius's little-known eyewitness account of the Siege of Troy in an Athens library while looking for a grammar book, and to have translated it into Latin; in a chain mirroring the trope of translatio studii, the narrator now proposes to translate the Latin text into French so that his audience might have access to Dares's text, which contradicts in several respects the betterknown -but less reliable, we are assured -version of Homer. 19 For a lay audience, the very remoteness of the library adds to the sense of authority invested in the text; a cleric-researcher is required to mediate access to this historical knowledge, just as the clerical order more generally mediates access to God and spiritual knowledge. Even when the source book's provenance remains implicit we can sense behind the text the authority of the institutional library as repository for the initiating document. Gottfried von Strassburg's Tristan (c. 1210) recounts the narrator's dissatisfaction with popular versions of the tale, similar to that felt by Benoît's narrator in relation to Homer's account of the Trojan War. Without identifying the space(s) where consultation took place, the German poet emphasizes the act of research that authorizes him to pronounce on the relative merits of the different Tristan tales: I began to search assiduously both in Romance and Latin books for the true and authentic version of Tristan such as Thomas narrates […] . And now I freely offer the fruits of my reading of this love tale to all noble hearts to distract them. Where Richard de Fournival, decades later, wanted his fellow citizens to nourish themselves directly in the garden of his book collection, here the fruits are gathered in the library by the cleric-researcher Gottfried before being brought back (and translated) into the lay world to feed his German-speaking audiences.
In this way, library, codex, and language choice all feed into a wider distinction between 'vernacular' and 'institutional' within written culture. Of course, we must understand these terms conceptually, gladly conceding that the reality of medieval practice allowed for far greater interpenetration of the two models than this implies. One suggestive way of thinking about the mutual but uneven relation between institutional and vernacular culture is provided by Michael Camille's provocative work on marginality.
21 Dialoguing with Bakhtinian concepts, Camille looks at the dynamic relation between the centre and the margins of medieval culture, arguing that the margins are the space where conventions and boundaries are subverted, but that this marginal challenge is itself made possible by the 'absolute hegemony' of the official order it seems to destabilize. Camille is not always consistent about how substantial he takes this subversion to be, although most frequently he holds to what is perhaps an excessively totalitarian view of the margin's inability to affect the orthodoxy of institutional ideology: 'the edges of discourse […] always return us to the rules of the center'. 22 Despite this caveat, the margin-centre model is, I think, a fruitful way of conceiving of the relation between private and institutional collections; what I am calling vernacular book culture clearly feeds off the authority of the official book culture of the clerical world, whilst simultaneously offering a challenge to this authority. For instance, Camille speaks of the city as 'a new vernacular world of "things" -commodities […] a world that contrasts as much with the ecclesiastical as with the courtly model of space ' . 23 Yet, as he notes, the urban world was not only threatening, but necessary, to an aristocratic readership. This particular marginal zone was the space where book making and book selling flourished from the thirteenth century onwards, a space whose reality has been thoroughly documented by Richard and Mary Rouse, and which was a fundamental motor for the dissemination of vernacular written materials. 24 The aristocracy, who pioneered the private collection of vernacular books, may have considered the world of the city to be an alien environment: such an attitude is evident, for instance, in Chrétien de Troyes's late twelfth-century Conte du Graal, where Arthur's nephew Gauvain is forced to fight off the assault of an urban rabble armed with makeshift weapons. 25 Nevertheless, the workshops and bookshops of the city were an important component of an elite lay literate culture. If the world of the court functions as the centre in this account, in opposition to the city at its cultural margins, I would argue that where 21 library history is concerned it needs to be understood as marginal to the 'official' space of institutional libraries; and as Camille suggests, this makes for a relationship at once mutually affirming and potentially destabilizing for the institutional centre.
The marginality of private library collections to the canonical historical record will be familiar to anyone who has attempted to research the bibliophilia of even the period's best-known The garden at Mahaut's residence in Hesdin contained several distinctive and dedicated micro-environments, and is so well documented that we know that one bridge featured animatronic monkeys, dressed in badger-fur coats, which waved at visitors as they passed. 26 By contrast, a defining feature of Mahaut's collection appears to have been its portability: she took her books with her in leather-bound chests when she travelled. 27 There is no documentation about which books she took with her at which times; the very notion of 'collection' begins to seem inherently slippery here. Moreover, we have no way of knowing which books Mahaut inherited from her parents or from other sources, nor of what fate befell those books in her possession when she died. The institutional model, which privileges comprehensiveness, ordered space, and longevity, appears to offer only frustration before this paucity of verifiable detail.
Literary scholars may feel that they have something to contribute in such cases. The word 'romans' in the list of books stolen by the invaders of Hesdin is both semantically rich and problematic. It would be misleading to interpret this as a genre term, in the way we use the word 'romance' in scholarship -the list of texts includes epic material, historiography, travel narrative, the scurrilous escapades of Renart the fox, and a codex of saints' lives. A more secure interpretation would be that the term 'romans' covers material in the vernacular, as opposed to Latin, whatever the contents (as evidenced by the formula 'Bible en romans', where 'romans' surely designates the French language of the text). A plausible further gloss is given to the word by Busby in commenting on the manuscript collection of Isabeau of Bavaria, Queen Consort to Charles VI of France from 1385 to 1422.
28 Like Mahaut, Isabeau travelled with a book chest in which she kept her 'livres et romans', as is documented in a 1387 entry in the royal accounts: 'Pour un coffre de bois couvert de cuir fermant à clef, ferré et cloué, acheté le 12 janvier 1386-7 pour mettre et porter en chariot les livres et romans de la royne; pour ce, 7 liv. 4 s. p'. 29 Busby reads this diptych as oppositional, either distinguishing Latin from vernacular, or sacred material from profane, with the term 'livre' reserved for the more venerable material. 30 The conceptual, and ultimately complementary, opposition on which I have been insisting, between the institutional and the vernacular, is thus illustrated in the murky record of secular literary practice.
Returning to the list of Mahaut's acquisitions, a striking pattern becomes apparent. Up to 1316, the vast majority of purchases are what we can call 'romans': secular narratives such as Arthurian romance or Marco Polo. In 1316, her castle at Hesdin is overrun in an insurrection organized by her nephew Robert; in 1317 her son (also Robert) dies. From this point onwards, the record shows Mahaut acquiring only works of philosophy and piety, and primarily the latter. earlier exploits through spiritual fervour. 31 One thinks also of the 'Retractions' at the end of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, where the author ostensibly turns his back on the quasi-totality of his secular work. 32 Here is illustrated, even into and past the end of the fourteenth century, the precarious legitimacy -and perennial vulnerability -of the secular branch, at least, of vernacular written culture.
Gardens and forests
Horticultural metaphors abound in the conceptualization of culture; the garden clearly appeals as a figure for the properly ordered space of reason imagined by Richard de Fournival. What makes the metaphor apt in this case is the complementarity between the layout of a planned garden and the physical space of an ordered library, where spatial rigour mirrors bibliographical logic as marks of optimal civilization. And the notion of order is vital not only in the synchronic spatial disposition of the library, but in the structured work of selection and creation needed to bring the project to fruition. After completing the Tractatus logicophilosophicus, Ludwig Wittgenstein spent two periods in the 1920s as a monastery gardener, explaining that these jobs answered to 'a longing for some kind of regular work', lending a structure to his disturbed life. 33 The German philosopher Rudolf Borchardt similarly opined that 'a garden is always a notion of order […] . As a question of order it is also a question of example, education and redemption'. 34 The kind of medieval hortus conclusus seen by the servant in the dream vision related by Reginald of Durham exemplifies this notion of order, with its careful geometry and protective hedges. As a corollary of this, the order of a garden (and more generally of any institution) is guaranteed in large measure by its exclusion of anything that does not fit. A garden of knowledge like that posited by Richard de Fournival keeps out the 'wrong kind of text'; both real and metaphorical gardens are then dependent on careful cultivation by the right kind of people. Similarly, when Dante bemoans the decline of the 'garden of the Empire' in Purgatorio, his complaint is aimed at the unworthy rulers whose neglect has allowed this to happen. 32 For the Retractions, see The Riverside Chaucer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), p. 328. Newman (Medieval Crossover, p. ix) notes the concluding 'Christian turn' as a generalized pattern in Chaucer's work, and connects this to her wider argument that, in medieval works, the secular is always (at least potentially) framed by the sacred. ceux qui l'ont eue en garde, et ne l'ont cultivée à suffisance, mais comme une plante sauvage, en celui même désert où elle avait commencé à naître, sans jamais l'arroser, la tailler, ni défendre des ronces et épines qui lui faisaient ombre, l'ont laissée envieillir et quasi mourir.
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He contrasts this behaviour with that of the Romans, who took pains to domesticate their language, pruning unnecessary branches and grafting the best parts of Greek expression; it was this process that allowed the bloom in Latin of 'ces fleurs et ces fruits colorés de cette grande éloquence, avec ces nombres et cette liaison si artificielle, toutes lesquelles choses, non tant de sa propre nature que par artifice, toute langue a coutume de produire'. 37 The flowers of rhetoric to which Du Bellay alludes are reminiscent of those found in florilegia, collections of Latin quotations largely from classical authorities that epitomize the logic and values of medieval institutional culture. One of these, the Gemma ecclesiastica of Gerald of Wales (c. 1197), uses the garden metaphor to explain how he has selected his quotations from the mass of possible words: 'I am like one who […], walking through spacious gardens, plucks the useful and virtuous from among the worthless and fruitless plants, separating the lilies and roses from the nettles and brambles'. 38 Such horticultural metaphors of composition posit an elite of master gardeners, working on the resistant matter of language to make it fit for institutional purpose. This notion of a natural, inchoate wilderness is frequently represented in medieval Latin writing, in both its concrete and conceptual applications, by the word 'silva', or forest. This is a long-standing trope: where Richard's use of the garden metaphor relies on notions of civilization and order, the forest is on the contrary associated from the classical age onwards with chaos, disorder, and primal, unsorted matter. Aristotle uses the Greek hylē to mean 'the materials out of which everything is made', and the fourth-century neo-Platonist Chalcidius translates this into Latin as 'silva', describing the ordering of this primal matter by the provident spirit of God (he is followed in this by medieval thinkers such as Bernardus Silvestris). 39 A similar logic informs the frequent use of the term 'silva' by classical and medieval intellectuals when describing deficiencies in memory or in composition, which result in 'a mass of unrelated or disordered material'. 40 Mary Carruthers makes explicit the relevance this image might have to consideration of libraries when she glosses Cassiodorus's insistence on the need to classify and categorize information within the places of memory:
Without the sorting structure, there is no invention, no inventory, no experience, and therefore no knowledge -there is only a useless heap, what is sometimes called silva, a pathless forest of chaotic material. Memory without conscious design is like an uncatalogued library […] . For human memory should be most like a library of texts, made accessible and useful through various consciously applied heuristic schemes. 41 The forest seems an appropriate conceptualization of vernacular written culture because it stands as what Harrison calls 'a margin of exteriority with respect to civilization'. 42 Harrison's study of the forest's role in culture throughout the ages identifies a consistent position occupied by forests as 'the shadow of civilization'; when his focus turns specifically to medieval representations of the forest, he proposes the related notion of 'shadow of law'. Like Camille, Harrison is concerned to flag up the complementarities between the centre and the edge. As he puts it:
[T]he shadow of law -be it social, religious, or otherwise -is not a place of lawlessness; it lies beyond the law like a shadow that dissolves the substance of a body. The shadow of law is not opposed to law but follows it around like its other self.
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This definition captures strikingly well the status of vernacular written culture, which lies at once alongside and within the institutional Latin written culture of the Church. It is therefore no surprise to find Dante using the metaphor of the forest when discussing the Italian vernaculars in his De vulgari eloquentia. Having noted the immense variation in forms of speech all over Italy, Dante pauses to take stock:
Amid the cacophony of the many varieties of Italian speech, let us hunt for the most respectable and illustrious vernacular that exists in Italy and, so that we may have an unobstructed pathway for our hunting, let us begin by clearing the tangled bushes and brambles out of the wood. 44 Famously, Dante fails to find a single extant language that would provide a suitable vehicle for elevated composition, and concludes that his illustrious vernacular must be a vehicular abstraction, 'that which belongs to every Italian city yet seems to belong to none'. 45 Like Du Bellay, Dante here presents vernacular speech as a chaotic silva needing to be worked on to produce order or beauty, a point further brought out by the verbs of cultivation he uses for his interactions with the different regional languages: clearing ['eiciamus']; pruning ['decerpamus']; and rooting out ['eruncemus'] . 46 The forest thus offers a useful metaphor for the vernacular as perceived from the vantage point of institutional grammatica, characterized by a pathlessness -a lack of grammaticality, perhaps -that makes it hard to navigate. In this it 41 La alai jo merveilles querre, vi la forest e vi la terre, merveilles quis, mais nes trovai, fol en revint, fol i alai; fol i alai, fol en revint, folie quis, por fol me tinc. 47 [I went there to find marvels; I saw the forest and I saw the land; I sought marvels, but found none; I came back foolish, I went there foolish; I went there foolish, I came back foolish, I sought foolishness, and considered myself foolish as a result.]
Wace's anecdote presents Arthurian romances as a chimerical representation of a kind of knowledge that simply does not exist in the real world. 48 But we can read the hostility to romance of this clericus regis as one more facet of the institutional mistrust of the wilderness of vernacular culture. Meanwhile, the fact that Wace was writing in French alerts us once again to the productive tension engendered by the fact that so many of the authors responsible for producing the vernacular texts we study today came from that clerical milieu, whose ownership of written culture was challenged by the growth of a lay readership.
As Gillian Rudd and Corinne Saunders both argue, forests are thematized in medieval literature as 'unreliable and yet also attractive places', and as 'both threatening and productive'. 49 Indeed, as Wace's comments acknowledge, the forest is frequently the space of the 'marvel', the unlikely encounter. Similarly, I would argue, the forest of vernacular written culture in its early centuries is unruly, fragmentary, and vibrant. This points to an alternative way of conceptualizing the library, even the institutional library, as a space where one's expectations of knowledge may be exceeded (or disappointed, as happened to poor Wace in Broceliande). Thus Petrarch recounts in a letter sent to the papal secretary Luca da Penna in 1373 (the year before his death): 'Whenever […] I journeyed to faraway places, if I chanced to see an old monastery in the distance, I would immediately turn aside and say: "Who knows if there is something here that I want?"' 50 The library user need not enter with a predetermined goal in mind; indeed, Petrarch goes on to claim that he discovered two previously unknown Cicero texts in precisely this fashion. Similarly, the opening to Chaucer's Parliament of Fowls offers a passionate celebration of the power of books to surprise: Nat yoore Agon it happede me for to beholde Upon a bok, was write with lettres olde, And therupon, a certeyn thing to lerne, The longe day ful faste I redde and yerne. 51 The book that the narrator 'happens' upon is Cicero's Dream of Scipio, the reading of which leads to another unexpected development -a dream vision of a great flock of birds gathered to choose their mates. At the end of the text, the birds fly off and the dreamer awakes to a dissatisfaction that drives him back to his books, in the hope that his reading activities might one day provoke another fruitful encounter (ll. 693-99). Once again, we see the library functioning, not as a garden of meticulously labelled species, but as a forest of novelty and surprise for readers whose edification is generated by giving themselves up to the bibliographical unknown. 52 We find this same trope of book use, which we might term 'bewilderment', in a text already discussed: Benoît de Sainte-Maure's Roman de Troie. It will be recalled that Cornelius, the alleged discoverer of Dares Phrygius's Trojan War account, was originally looking for grammar books:
Un jor quereit en un aumaire Por traire livres de gramaire: Tant i a quis e reversé Qu'entre les autres a trové L'estoire que Daire ot escrite.
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[One day he was looking inside a book cupboard for grammar books to take out; he rummaged and searched for so long that he found, among the other books, the history that Dares had written.] Even in the ordered dominion of grammatica it is possible to be surprised, in the form of an alternative version of a canonical event. And a miniature of this episode in one mid-fourteenth-century manuscript of Benoît's text (see Figure 1) suggests another kind of encounter that might disrupt the ordered expectations of the user. 54 Cornelius is depicted reaching for the manuscript that will spur him on to his creative act of cultural transmission and translation, but his decentred position encourages the viewer's attention to take in the other elements in the image: the other texts on the shelves, any one of which might contain some other unsuspected cultural insight; and the various figures either reading or conversing in the room. This library is a social space as well as a locus of study, with all the potential offered by such conversation for unscripted edification and free exchange of ideas.
With this image of men in the classical world conversing about learning, this enquiry has come full circle, back to the gardens of Epicurus or Cicero, pointing to an important convergence between the garden model and the forest model. For the garden, in the work of fourteenth-century writers such as Machaut and Chaucer, is of course a place of unexpected encounters, taking on some of the functions allotted to the forest in Arthurian romance. 55 The garden and the forest each encapsulate the unacknowledged but indispensable presupposition of the other; as Harrison remarks, 'an essential tension is lost when gardens do not have porous, even promiscuous openings onto the world beyond their bounds '. 56 Similarly, the study of vernacular written culture needs to be taken into account in any wider consideration of the rhetoric surrounding knowledge acquisition and written culture in the Middle Ages, even when that rhetoric tends to downplay or marginalize such disruptive elements. Crucially, a scholarly investment in the margins of the cultural record need not limit itself to identifying a mere pale reflection of institutional approaches and structures. 55 In Machaut's Remède de fortune, for instance, the narrator drifts off from a social gathering in the park at Hesdin, through a wood, and finds himself at a fountain where he meets with a series of real and allegorical figures. See Hagopian van Buren, 'Reality and Literary Romance', p. 123. 56 Harrison, Gardens, p. 57.
An empirical focus on category and classification can be extremely productive for institutional collections, but so often frustrating when it comes to private libraries; as with other aspects of medieval book culture such as reading practices, or miscellaneous manuscripts, we quickly run up against a painful lack of evidence. What I have argued in this article is that the incompleteness, the fragmentation that surrounds the transmission of private book collections is not only an accident of historical record; it is also a constitutional element in the development of a medieval vernacular written culture. It is easy to miss this if we focus only on those aspects of medieval book culture that can be measured and tagged: the institution, the catalogue, the owner's mark. Thinking about the more fragmentary parts of the record in terms of cultural value may not bring us any closer to knowing what books were in Chaucer's personal collection when he wrote The Parliament of Fowls, or to identifying with any more certainty the books mentioned in the accounts of noblewomen such as Mahaut d'Artois or Isabeau of Bavaria; but it does suggest a way to frame such lacunae, to make them speak to us about the margins of the historical record, and to force us to ask questions that are productive about how vernacular written cultures developed and how they were perceived in medieval society.
